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Relativities between Sets and Measurements 
Yoshio Kinokuniya* 
Abstract 
This is a renovation report on relativities between sets and measurements. The usual 
outer measure plays an important role in relation to the a priori measure to. Construc-
tions themselves of sets imply many speci五cationsrelative to the measurements of sets. 
The continuum problem. Lebesgue non-measurable sets and the notion of Baire category 
are specially discussed to gain some lights for the renovation of the foundations of analysis. 
o. lntroduction 
Starting the study under the title of “the theory of a priori measure 
in connection with the empiricist theory of sets" and afterwards supple-
menting it by the pragmatist dogma1l， we have more and more been made 
convinced that there should be found tightly intimate relations between the 
notions of‘a setラ and‘its measurement'. Recently we have arrived at some 
important synthetic view on the relative construction of the two notions. 
So we will in this paper state it in several steps of discussion. 
Through several previous papers， we have obtained a course ofaxio幽
matization which can be sketched as follows. 
A collection S of elements in a given universe U is called a descriptive 
collection or an aggregate if it is admitted as decidable that 
(VpE U) (ρεS.v.ρεS). 
If an aggregate A in a euclidean space is considered as determinate， itshould 
be decidable that 
(ヨ.v.五BcA)(伝B>O)
r" referring to the apriori measure. If al members of a family of aggregates 
are contained in a set B and 1iB>O， then the family is said to be uniformly 
bounded. A euclidean space is thought to be epistemologically and prag-
matisly comprehensive if it is related to the a priori measure such that: 
(i) it conforms to the正lxiomof sizeィonformiわら i.e.， ifan aggregate is 
regarded as a limit of summation of some uniformly bounded increasing 
family of aggregates， then its remainder of summation must be measured 
by 税制 tendingto zero; 
(i) the princ争leof destination is applicable， i.e.， for any aggregate A， 
if no other value than a can be induced to be equal to 伝Aon the assump-
*紀国谷芳雄
(29) 
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tion that A is m・measurable，then A is m-measurable and最A=a;
(ii) the αpriori construction 01弘明easurementis applicable， i.eリ for
any m-measurable aggregate A the formula 
伝A=ν(A)・μ (0. 1) 
lS e宜ectible.
1n (0.1) f1 referes to the uniform point-measure called the nornwl point-
dimension， and ν(A) is called the inversion number of A in respect toμ-
lJ(A) is considered as an exacti五cationof the notion of 'power' (of a set)， so 
that， by (0.1)， itmay be concluded that: for any two aggregates A， B in 
a euclidean space， ifν(A)<;ν(B)， itmust be that 
後Aミミ伝B，
and if ν(A)jlJ(B)=んthen
mAj伝B=A.
The aggregates being considered under the above constructions are taken 
to be called (determinate) seお 1nthis view， any euclidean space is taken 
as an a prioriゆace2)reconstructed by the above constructions. 
We have firstly attained the followil1g fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 0 (Theorem 01 Measurement). Any set in a euclidωn乎ace
lS伝・measurable，if we admit iお古5・mωsurevαlue to be possible to be infinite. 
Subsequently， al1 importal1t sight of constructiol1 has been obtained by 
the followil1g theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Theorern 01 Limit). 11 an indexed class 01 seぉ (AJ(IEI) 
in a euclidean学αceis given such that 1 is siηψly ordered and 
VI， Ii:ε1: I <;Ii:. ~ . A， c A， ， 
and 
A = U，E1A" 
αnd if A is regardedω the limit 01 (Aよthenit must be that 
伝A= sup i五A，・
(0.2) 
1n regard to (0.2)， we should thus distil1guish two cases: (i) A is the 
limit of (AJ; (i) A is not the limit of (A，). However， itis 110table that， 
il1 case of (i)， A can also be admitted as an aggregate (al1d hel1ce as a set)， 
because it Is demol1strated as follows: Let E be the euclidean space in 
which A and A， (1ε1) are cOl1tail1d. Then we have 
Hel1ce 
(VIEI) (VpEE) (ρεA，・V.ρεAJ.
(VpEE) (ヨ.V.活tε1)(ρEAJ.
(30) 
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So then， de五ningas 
じA={pεEI(ヨtEI)(戸A，)}，
we may have 
(Vρ叫 (pE.v. it (υAJ) 
If (i) is the case we call A the sum of (AJ and (AJ SU1ηmable， and if (i ) 
is the case we call A the union of (AJ 
By grace of Theorem 1 we have previously concluded， in the empiricist 
pragmatism， that there exists no ordinal number to correspond to the con・
tinuum3). 1n this paper， we refer to this subject again in Sect. 2. 
Let Q be the set of al rational numbers and 
Qx三 {zlz=エ十仏 yEQ}
and V be a set of real numbers such that 
Vx， yεV: x弓と γ.=>.Q沼円Q'I=の
and 
U"EVQx = (一∞，∞)• 
Then V is a Vitali set. If a Vitali set九 iscontained in a set A， then 
九 iscalled a Vitali set in A. 1t is well-known， in the classical analysis， 
that no Vitali set is Lebesgue measurable. However， in our present view， 
any Vitali set is possibly thought to be a (determinate) set (， therefore 税.
measurable， by Theorem 0). The reasoning for this assertion is shown in 
Sect. 2. 
Let U(ム ρ)be a set (called a closed ball (set) in a euclidean space 
de五nedas 
U(ぁρ)三 {qlIqρI~ρ} 
where Iq-pl denotes the distance between the points q and p， and let dA(p) 
be de五nedby 
ゑAnU(ρ，ρ)dA (ρ) ロ lim~一一一一一一一一一伝U(ム ρ) (0. 3) 
Then dA(ρ) is called the lower (normal) density of a set A at the point 1う.
1n this context， one theorem is obtained in comparison with the -density 
theorem判。fLebesgue， and gives us an interesting example of a set which 
may be determinate (therefore 品.measurable)but not Lebesgue measurable. 
The proof of the theorem is attained by making a litle modi五cationof 
a proof of the theorem of Lebesgue， that shall be shown in Sect. 3. 1nci-
dentally， itwill be shown that the usual outer measure (of Lebesgue) plays， 
*) lts content is shown in Sect. 3. 
(31) 
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in this connection， an important role relative to the a priori measure， too. 
1n Sect. 5， a counter example of a set is shown to break the distinc-
tiveness of the notion of Baire category. 
1. Unfinishing lndication 
When a set is taken as a total aggregate of indices， itis called an 
indication. For a simply ordered indication 1， denoting as 
I(K) = U，むな}and 1;κ) = U<く，{c} ， 
if for evrey intermediate κE!*) it is observed that 
ν(h))/ν(I(K)ニ 0，
then 1 is said to be of un finishing tyρe or unfinishing. 
(1. 1) 
For an indexed disjoint class of sets (E，) (cEl) (I: simply ordered)， if
there is a set E such that 
(Yj兇 E)(ヨcEl)(pεE，l and (YcEl) (ρEE，.二}.ρεE)，
(EJ is called a 1うartitionor an 1 -partition of E. F or an 1・partition(E，) 
denoting as 
E(κ)=u，むE，， 
if the family (E(K) (KE1) is summable， we call (E，) summαble. 
If (E，) (cε1) is an l-partition of E and if it is destined that 
Yc， KE1: 伝E， =í元~EK， 
(E，l is said to be size-preserving. 1n this case， in accordance with (0.1) we 
may express lt as 
YcEl :ゑE，=ν・μ(1.2) 
μbeing the normal point-dimension and ν(E，) =νfor al cEl. Then， if
E(ぽ)=u，むE，and E(K) = UKく，E"
we may defi配 !)(lμ))and !)(I(け)by the relations 
伝E(κ)= !)(1(吋)・μandi認EeK)=ν(1(<) .μ(1. 3) 
1n this case， to emphasize the relation (1. 2)， we call it a si却すreservzng
Iアartitionof E. 
If 1 is unfinishing， then about 1ベ1(κ) and !)(lし) defined by (1. 3) the 
relation (1.1) holds. 1n this case， if
0<五E<∞ 
we have 
キ) I.e.，，，手inf，sup t (cε1) 
(32) 
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伝iE(作川K叫) 一 ν叫(Iム(，川)μ ν叫(Iι(μωKり，)/' ν叫(Iι(吋
弱E 一 ν叫(lη)μ 一 レ叫(I町)""ν叫(Iしい吋，). 
As the right-most term vanishes by (1.1)， itmust be that 
V/Cε1:最'E(κ)=0.
33 
(1. 4) 
From our standpoint， (1. 4) is contradictory， because then limゑE(κ)=綴E>O
by Theorem 1， whereas lim i:五E(ぽ)= 0 by (1. 4). Thus we conclude that: 
T、eorem2. If 1 is a si悦令lツ orderedaggregate of unfinishing t:ツ許可
then for飢ツ setE such that 
。<ゑE<∞， (1. 5) 
there ca，札口istno sizeヲreserVlη!g1三tartitionof E to be su悦批α!ble.
The contradictory relation (1. 4) may， at the first glance， give us the 
suggestion that there possibly is an unvanishing atmosphere4) in the process 
lim (E-E(吋). 1n e妊ect，if we take， instead of i号、 someother measure con-
structed on a special foundation (e. g.， the probability measure of homoge-
neous occurrence of points)， the assertion of Theorem 2 may possibly be 
related to the atmosphere at in五nity.
1ncidentally， ifour work is succeeded by the integral calculus， a non-
summable partition of a set may sometimes be reinstated as meaningful. 
If (Ek) (k = 1， 2， .一)is a size-preserving partition of a set E which satis五es
(1. 5) and if a function f(x) is assigned its values by 
f(x) = (1ー ら) for 託 Ek(k= 1，2， ..) 
and 
lim ek = 0， 
then， for any positive number ε， we may have 
1-e<f(x)<1十 ξ (1. 6) 
almost everywhere， because there is a五niteinteger N such that (1. 6) may 
hold whenever xεEk and k>N， whereof， ifE(λT)=uf:=lEk' we may， in a 
similar way to the case of (1. 4)， have 
iiiE(N)/説E=O.
1n addition， itis notable that we may then have 
jEf(z)k=M 
2. Vitali Set and the Continuum 
Given a set A and a simply ordered indication 1， assume that for each 
tε1 there is a mapping $0， such that $O，(A)=A， and that 
(33) 
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t干とK.二;， .A，nA=0. 
Then， de五nmg
E=UA" 
if (A，) is a size-preserving I-partition of E and 
0く説E<∞，
according to Theorem 2， 1 cannot be of unfinishing type. However， ifwe 
de品neas 
ι= {x，j叫広三9，(X)}， 
we may have 
E = UXEAEx 
and this relation may not always be denied even when 1 is unfinishing. 
Now， let A = [ -1， 1]， VA be a Vitali set in A and QA be the set of 
al rational numbers contained in A and let 
A勿 ={yjy-XEQA} 
and 
E=υXEflAAx. (2. 1) 
Then it is obvious that 
0<方E<∞.
1n this case， ifwe define as 
九ニ{XEEj(ヨ託九)(x = z+ν) } 
we may have 
E = UYEQA 1う. (2.2) 
However， since QA is an enumerable infinite set and hence， as easily seen， 
is a set of un五nishingtype， and since (Vy) (νεQA) is apparently sizepreserving 
Q[partition of E， by Theorem 2 (2.2) must be meaningless as a summation 
formula. 
If we denote by Q the set of al rational numbers， by R the set of al 
real numbers and define Q" by 
Qセロ {zjz= x+y， yEQ}， 
then we have 
R = UxERQ包 l
to be true. 1n this context， a Vitali set 九 canbe so defined that (Qω) 
(XE VA) may be a minimal subclass of (仏)to satisfy the condition 
(34) 
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R=しJXEVAQ泡.
Then the conception of VA as a collection may be thought to be consistent 
in the meaning that 九 isan indication such that (Qz) (XE九)may五1up 
R with no overlapping. Such an operative meaning of “fillingψ R" may 
not be so clearly found in the co11ection along QA， because QA is firstly 
forced its essential property of enumerability which now turns out to be 
rather independent of the naive meaning of the collection of (2.2). 1n e旺ect，
since the enumerable infiniteness of Q4 implies the unfinishingness of QA， 
the formula (2.2) is， in our view， concluded to give no summation formula. 
1n the classical analysis， the set VA has been decided to be Lebesgue 
non-measurable because of the size-preserving repartition formula (2.2). In 
our course， though the formula (2.2) is denied by Theorem 2， we may find 
no reason to reject the set V4 itself as inconsistent. 1ncidentally， ifVA is 
admitted to be a (determinate) set， itseems no di伍cultto demonstrate that 
if A is an interval of finite length 
i元，九=0.
For a1 above-stated， if九 istaken as a well-ordered aggregate to 
correspond to someτegular ordinal， (2.1) too turns to be inconsistent as 
a summation， because any regular ordinal is apparently of un五nishingtype. 
Moreover， similar relativity is found on the continuum problem too. If the 
continuum hypothesis of Cantor is true， itmust be that， for any interval 
set E of positive iength， we may have 
E=[2 
Q being the initial ordinal of 3rd class. Then， asρis a regular ordinal 
and hence is un五nishing，by Theorem 2 it is impossible that 0<五E<∞、1
so that it must be that 
riiE=O. 
This apparently gives a contradiction. Thus we have the following results. 
T、_eorem3. If the ordinal of 3rd class is to be ad，悦 itteえ the co礼司
tinuum h'ツドthesisof Cantor cannot hold in the emPiricist pragmatis机.
T、_eorem4. If a regular ordinal corresponds to a bounded set A in 
a euclideω'1 s:炉C久 thenit must be that 
伝A=O.
Subsequently， by Theorem 4， itreadily fo11ows that: 
Coroll~弘.ry ち . There can e.J:こ:istno ordinal to correspond to the con-
tinuumち切 theempiricist prag:ηwtis机.
Corollaryも Thewell田orderingtheoγU孔 cannotgenerally beαd机 itted
ネ) Because ({.r}) (xεE) is considered as a size-preserving E-partition of E. 
(35) 
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in the empiricist ρragmatism. 
3. Density Theorems 
For a linear set E (of real numbers) if xεE and 
limηleE円[x一人 x+空]
ムキむ 2h 
me referring to the outer measure， x is called aρoint of density of E. In 
relation to this property the following theorem is known. 
Theorem 7 (Lebesgue Densi，旬 Theor.仰の (1stDensity Theorem). Almost 
問erツ poi;η~t of a Lebesgue悦巴侃札rableset E is a poi;汎tof densit:ッofE. 
It seems very natural if one intends to apply， in any way， the a priori 
measure in place of the outer measure in a similar construction to that of 
Lεbesgue density. Fortunately we obtained the following proposition to be 
true by application of the lower normal density defined by (0.3). The proof 
was attained by making a litle modification of the proof of the Lebesgue 
density theorem cited to a book by J. C. Oxtoby5). For any set E in a 
euclidean space， let the subset Er of E be de五nedas 
丘三{ρEE¥dE(がや)
Theorem 8 (2nd Density Theorem). For a bounded set E in a euclidean 
ゆαα，if there is a real number 0< r< 1 for which 
meE，.>O， 
then叩 ehαve 
伝Er~r・・ meEr.
Proof. For anyε> 0， there may be found a bounded open set G such 
that E，.cG and 
meE，.>(l-e) inG . (3.1) 
Let S be the class of al closed ball sets of positive radius U such that 
UcG 
and 
inEn U~(l+ ε)r.iñU. (3.2) 
Now we first take an arbitrary ball from S as U1ラ andchoose U叶 1ln 
sequence， as follows. Ub • "， U.ぷ Sare disjoint and Sn denotes the subclass 
of al members of S that are disjoint to Ub "'， Un・ Leton be the supremum 
value of the diameters of balls of ~札. Then we choose U叶 1from Sn such 
that， denoting by ¥ U¥the d~ameter of a ball U， we may have 
(36) 
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IU，+11>れ (3. 3) 
Next， we set the assumption that for the set 
E，.= Er-u'('Un (3.4) 
we have 
* meE，・>0. (3.5) 
Then， since 
Z五百Uηミミ勿G<∞
there exists an integer N such that， denoting by m 
spaceキl，we may have 
the dimension of the 
2:;:-Ar十 1仮仏<-3~n meE，.・
We now take a ball VNH that is concentric with UV+k 
Then we have 
hence by (3.6) 
1 VN+k1 = 31 UN+k1 . 
r;i， U:;"~1 Vx十止宅二 Zi百iVN十止 =3禍 Z:mUNH
k~1 
当亡
く1neE，.. 
So then u~~ 1 VN+止 cannotcover up the set En so that 
瓦-U:;;~1VN十k弓と0.
Hence， there is a point 
* 1りEK-υ:;;~1VN 日.
Then， in regard to (3.4)， we have 
Iうε Er-U;;~1Un. 
(3. 6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
As Un are al closed， U~'-1 ~ηis closed. 
which has p as its center. Then， if
So， there must be a ball U(ρ)εl{v 
U(ρ)n U;~1UN吋 =0 ，
by the definition of l'(v we have 
U(p)E8N十1cfor al k = 1， 2ぅ…ラ
ド) 1. e.， al1points in question are containecl in the same刀トclimensiom;leucliclean space. 
(37) 
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hence by (3.3) 
IU(ρ)1 :(九十正一1<2IUN+kI.
On the other hand， as 2inU，ηis convergent， we have 
lim IUN吋 1=0， 
k→∞ 
hence 
IU(p)1 = o.
This is a contradiction. So， there must eventually exist k's such that 
U(ρ) n UN+k弓と必.
Now， let k be the smallest of such k's. Then， as 
U(p)ε8N吋 1， 
by (3.3) we have again 
IU(ρ)1:(ON+k-l<2IUN十kl. 
Besides by grace of (3.9) we have 
(the distance between ρand the center of UN十k)
寸1U(p)1 +すIUN+kI，
then by (3.10) 
寸OM1+ilUMl<|UNi+tiUN十kl231UM，
then by (3.7) 
=;lL| 
Since VN トk and UN十庁 are concentric， this means that 
争モVN枕・
Therefore 
p fl_ E，・ -U%'~lVふ十k，
which is contradictory to (3.8). 
(3.9) 
(3. 10) 
This contradiction may五rstlybe conjectured as caused by the assump-
tion that (Un) make up an in五nitesequence. However， as far as (3.5) holds， 
we have 
Er-U%'~l Uk学必;
then， since U~' Uk is closed， any point of Er -U? U.λand the set u~' Uk are in 
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a positive distance， so that there may be chosen U，叶 1 from S" and con-
sequently (Uk) must in fact make up an in五nitesequence. 
Thus， as the cause of the above-mentioned contradiction is left only 
the assumption (3.5). So then we have 
ホ
1neEr =。
1. e.， 
me(Er-u U，) = o. 
Besides， as (Un) are disjoint closed sets， we have 
1nErn(uUn)=2伝ErnUn， 
hence by (3.2) 
ミ(1+s)r.2勿¥U勾ミ (l+s)r.i五G，
then by (3. 1) 
く:十S R 少一一-'-r・mρE
f 一ε
On the other hand 
t元E.r=五Ern(uUn)+綴(Er-uUn)
ミミ伝Ern (uUn) + me(Er -LJ Un) ， 
so by (3.11) and (3.12) 
くl十S し E
一一←ー
-r・m.1!.
i一司ε ι 
Since s is arbitrary， we ultimately have 
五足Erミr.meEr Q. E. D. 
4. Homogeneous Probability 
(3. 11) 
(3.12) 
When observation of points is restricted within a set E in a euclidean 
space， ifthe occurrence of points in a special subset A of E is everywhere 
expected with the same probability 71:， or， in other words， there is an aleatory 
variable point P such that 
vρ，qεE: p，.(P=ρ) = Pr(P= q) 
and for every open set G c E 
Pr(PεA n G)/Pr(PEE円G)=π(，;1) ， 
then A is said to have homogeneous probabilityπin E. In this case， ifE 
is an open set， itis easily seen that 
¥11ぅεA:dA(p) =π. 
(39) 
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If we use a Vitali set Vr in a bounded interval 1， we may really， for 
any 0<π< 1， construct a subset A of 1 which has homogeneous probability 
πin 1， as follows: Denoting by Q the set of al rational numbers， we may 
readily divide Q into two sets Ql and Q2 such that Ql n Q2 =必 andQl has 
homogeneous probability πin Q. Then， ifwe de五neas 
A = {xE11(ヨγ刊)(X-YEQ1)} ， 
obviously A has homogeneous probability πin 1. 
Theorem 9. 1.J+ a set A has homogeneous 1うrobabilityπina bounded 
open set G in a euclidl:an乎aceand ifπ>0， then 
meA=meG. 
Proof. Since 
ゑA=π・7込G=π・meG>O
and， by the assumption， apparently 
Aニ Aπ={pEAldA(p)~rr} ， 
we have 
meAπ>0. 
Then， by Theorem 8 and (4.2) 
。<π ・ meG~ π ・ meA
1. e.， 
meG~meA . 
Besides， as A c G 
meA~meG . 
Consequently it must be that 
meA = meG Q. E. D. 
If a set A is Lebesgue measurable， we have 
meA=mA， 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
m referring to the Lebesgue measure. So， if(4.1) holds， by Theorem 8 it 
must be thatπ=1 (because， when A is Lebesgue measurable， lnA=mA). 
Thus we see that: if a set A has homogeneous probability πin a bounded 
open set and 0 <π< 1， then A cannot be Lebesgue measurable; particularly 
A cannot be a Borel set (because， as well-known， any Borel set is Lebesgue 
measurable). 
(40) 
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5. lndistinctiveness of the Notion of Baire Category 
In analysis， a null set is severally regarded to suggest a degree of 
negligibility of a property which is taken to be examined for each point of 
a、setwhether it is satisfied or not. Similarly， a set of 1st category in the 
sense of Baire*) has been expected to give a sort of negligibility analogous 
to that of a null set. But， after al such expectation， itis found notable 
that the property of 1st category is not so distinctive. We demonstrate it 
in the following by constructing a counter example. 
Lεt R be the set of al points represented as p=(xh …，Xn) (Xh ・，X，匁
being real numbers) the total of which make up a euclidean space of dimen-
sion n， and Q be a subset of R that consists of al points for which al of 
Xh "'， X，ηare rational numbers. Then Q is enumerable， so let it be enu-
merated as Q = (仏)(ん=1，2，・.). 
Now， let it be that 
U>;) = {pεRI Ip-qkl < l/2'k} 
Then sets R<') (ν=1，2， ・ー)de五nedas 
(ν，1::=1，2，…) . 
R<ν) = (R-U;~l U~~)) U (Uj~l {qj}) 
are al， as readily seen， nowhere dense， so that the set 
R*=uR<ν) 
is found to be a set of 1st category. However， itis not difficult to prove 
that 
R*=R， 
whereas R has generally been thought to be of 2nd category. Thus we find 
that the notion of (Baire) category is not distinctive. 
Jo.1athematical Seminar ol the Muror.仰 11st.Tch.， Hokkai・do
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